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MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND TO THE DESIGN 
OF SOME STAINED GLASS PROJECTS 

 Les Pook, Sevenoaks, England 2023 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Following the loss of my wife in 2015, I decided to learn a new skill. I chose stained glass, and in January 
2016 I joined the stained glass class at Sevenoaks Adult Education Centre. Stained glass is an old craft 
that has been practiced for centuries [1]. It is still taught. Materials and tools are available from 
specialist suppliers. 

The mathematical background to the design of some of my stained-glass projects is described. 
Art Deco is an artistic and design style that originated in Paris in the 1920s.The style became 
widespread during the 1930s. Tilings, some centuries old, in Muslim countries including 
Morocco, include tilings which can be described as Art Deco. Some of them have reflectional 
symmetry and some include circular motifs. A pentagonal tiling drawn by Marjory Rice has 
sixfold rotational symmetry, but it does not have reflectional symmetry. In its original form a 
Möbius band is a straight flexible strip of arbitrary length and width that has been given an odd 
number of half (180˚) twists and then joined at the ends. A Möbius band has one surface and 
one edge. The half twists may be in either direction so Möbius bands exist as enantiomorphic 
pairs. 

The examples described are the Les Pook synchronous wall clock, Code SG 2, the Les Pook 
synchronous Mantel clock, Code SG 4, a Moroccan panel, Code SG 6. The Challenge Band, 
Code SG 9, the Meandering Band, Code SG 10, a Les Pook quartz wall clock, Code SG 11, 
the Lost John Band, Code SG 12, the Double Challenge Band, Code SG 13, and a Les Pook 
Quartz wall clock, Code SG 16. 

ART DECO 

Art Déco is an artistic and design style that originated in Paris in the 1920s [2, 3]. The term 
first became popular in 1926, and it was soon anglicised to Art Deco. The style became 
widespread during the 1930s. It influenced all areas of design, including consumer items. Art 
Deco was regarded as representing a modern design style, with emphasis on the function of the 
object. It is based on symmetrical geometric shapes, often using materials such as aluminium, 
stainless steel, lacquer, Bakelite, chrome, and inlaid wood. Stepped forms, geometric curves, 
chevron patterns, and the sunburst motif, are typical of Art Deco. Tilings, some centuries old, 
in Muslim countries including Morocco, include tilings which can be described as Art Deco. 

LES POOK SYNCHRONOUS WALL CLOCK, CODE SG 2 

The Les Pook synchronous wall clock is 50 cm high × 37½ cm wide. It is shown in Figure 1. It was 
completed in October 2016. The style is Art Deco. Design was started by the selection of Ruby Red and 
Medium Amber glass. The glass pieces are arranged as alternating strips , with angles chosen so that 
the H-section lead came used to join the glass pieces act as hour batons. The dial is unglazed. The black 
hands are from a Riley synchronous clock. The inconspicuous seconds hand acts as a tell tale.The Type 
03  self starting synchronous movement, is marked “Made in Germany” and was supplied by Cousins, 
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a horological supplier. The centre is Orange Solid Opal glass to conceal the synchronous movement. 
The clock is shown hung against a white wall in Figure 1a, where it is in use in my living room.  A close 
up showing the synchronous movement is shown in Figure 1b. 

   

(a) File 12 Jan 17 H     (b) File 24 Oct 16 C 2 

Figure 1. Les Pook synchronous wall clock, Code SG 2. (a) Front view, displayed hung against a white 
wall (b) Close up rear view, showing the synchronous movement.  

LES POOK SYNCHRONOUS MANTEL CLOCK, CODE SG 4 

The Les Pook synchronous mantel clock, Code SG 4, is 31½ cm high  35½ cm wide  11 cm 
deep. It is shown in Figure 2. It was completed in October 2017. The style is Art Deco. Design was 
started by the selection of a Temco Mark V movement, which is not self starting, and dimensions were 
chosen to accommodate the movement. A front view is shown in Figure 2a. The internal parts are 
visible. The back of the case is open (Figure 2b) for access to the starter and hand set knobs. The glass 
selected is Ruby Red and Medium Amber, with glass pieces arranged alternately. The centre is clear 
glass so the dial is glazed. The feet are Meccano pulleys fitted with rubber tyres. The movement is too 
heavy to attach directly to glass so its case is clamped to a Meccano tower, as shown in Figure 2d. This 
is clamped to a Meccano girder, which is soldered to the base of the clock. The tower can be easily 
removed for transport and for servicing of the movement. The cream Temco chapter ring is glued to 
a Solid Opal Orange disc. There is an aperture at 12 o’clock for a tell tale. The disc is mounted in U-
section lead came which is clamped to the Meccano tower. (Figure 2c). The dial is 12½ cm diameter. 
The cream Temco chapter ring has Arabic numerals and batons. The Temco hands are painted pearl 
white to match the solder. The clock is in use in my living room. 
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(a) File 1 Nov 17 B 2    (b) File 31 Oct 17 B 2 

   

(c) File 30 Oct 17 B 2     (d) File 30 Oct 17 A 2    

Figure 2. Les Pook synchronous mantel clock, Code SG 4. (a) Front view. (b) Rear view.  
(c) Front view of internal parts. (d) Rear view of internal parts. 

MOROCCAN STYLE PANEL, CODE SG 6 

The Moroccan style panel , Code SG 6, is 50 cm high × 36 cm wide is shown in Figure 3. It was 
completed in July 2019. The panel was designed for a specific position on the North facing 
window adjacent to my front door. It is a simplified version of the Moroccan tiled panel shown 
in Figure 4. The photograph was taken in Marrakech. The glass used is Medium Green, Dark 
Amber, Cobalt Blue, and Clear Soft Hammered. Glass colours used are based on those shown 
in Figure 4, except that the surround is Medium Green to suit the outlook over my front garden. 
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Figure 3. Moroccan style panel, Code SG 6, Figure 4. Moroccan tiled panel, file 

file 31 Jly 19 B 2.     23 Mar 18 A. 

PIECEWISE FLAT MöBIUS BANDS 

This section can be skipped on a first reading. 

In its original form [4] a       is a straight flexible strip of arbitrary length and width that has 
been given an odd number of half (180˚) twists, and then joined at the ends. The number of 
half twists is called the torsion. A Möbius band has one surface and one edge. The half twists 
may be in either direction so Möbius bands exist as enantiomorphic pairs. Any flexible Möbius 
band can be flattened so that it is a flat band of an odd number, n, of identical trapezia that are 
hinged together at slant edges. The centre lines of flattened Möbius bands are regular polygons. 
There is a half twist at each hinge. A flattened Möbius band is defined as regular if there are n 
half twists and all the half twists have the same sign. This implies n-fold rotational symmetry 
about an axis perpendicular to the band [5]. Its net is a straight strip of trapezia. If the trapezia 
are rigid, then the flattened Möbius band is rigid. Paper models of flattened Möbius bands are 
satisfactory because the slight S-shapes of the trapezia are not discernible, but stained glass 
models are not possible.  

There are two infinite series of flattened Möbius bands with regular convex polygon centre 
lines, one series with positive torsion and the other series with negative torsion. The first four 
are listed in Table 1, which is applicable to both series. An example, shown in Figure 5, is the 
triangle regular flattened Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, torsion -3, three identical 
60˚ trapezia. Unknot means that it is a simple band [6]. The Schläfli symbol for a regular 
convex polygon is the number of edges [7]. Another example, shown in Figure 6, is the 
pentagon regular flattened Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {5}, torsion -5, five identical 
36˚ trapezia. 
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Table 1. Regular flattened Möbius bands with regular convex polygon centre lines. 

Centre line 
regular polygon 

Schläfli 
symbol 

Number of 
trapezia 

Trapezium 
angle 

Triangle {3} 3 60˚ 
Pentagon {5} 5 36˚ 
Heptagon {7} 7 25.7˚ 
Enneagon {9} 9 20˚ 

 

  

Figure 5. Triangle regular flattened   Figure 6. Pentagon regular flattened Möbius, 
Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3},  unknot, Schläfli symbol {5}, torsion -5, 
torsion -3, three identical 60˚ trapezia,  five identical 36˚ trapezia, file 4 Feb 21 A 4. 
file 3 Apr 21 A. 

For n = 9 the trapezia do not all have to be the same length. Flattened Möbius bands with three 
fold rotational symmetry about an axis perpendicular to the band are possible. 

There are also two infinite series of flat Möbius bands with regular star polygon centre lines. 
A star polygon is a stellated convex polygon. These are sometimes knotted. The first five are 
listed in Table 2. An example is the star pentagon regular flattened Möbius band, negative 
alternating knot, Schläfli symbol {5/2}, torsion -5, five identical 72˚trapezia shown in Figure 
7. An alternating knot is a knot with a projection that has crossings that alternate between over 
and under as one travels around the knot in a fixed direction [6]. The sign of an alternating knot 
can be either positive or negative. For a regular star polygon the first part of the Schläfli symbol 
is the number of edges on the polygon, and the second part is the number of times the interior 
of the polygon is covered. This usually means the number of edges crossed when passing from 
the interior of the polygon to the exterior. Precise definition can be difficult [7]). A flattened 
Möbius band with star polygon centre lines is regular if it is an alternating knot, and it has n-
fold rotational symmetry about an axis perpendicular to the band. This means that all the half 
twists have the same sign. Since the alternating knot, and the half twists, can be independently 
either positive or negative there are four different regular versions. 
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Table 2. Regular flattened Möbius bands with star polygon centre lines. 

Table 2. Centre 
line polygon 

Schläfli 
symbol 

Number of 
trapezia 

Trapezium 
angle 

Star pentagon {5/2} 5 72˚ 
Star heptagon {7/2} 7 51.4˚ 
Star heptagon {7/3} 7 77.1˚ 
Star enneagon {9/2} 9 50˚ 
Star enneagon {9/4} 9 80˚ 
 

A flattened Möbius band with an odd number of half twists is irregular if all the half twists do 
not have the same sign. An example, shown in Figure 8, is the triangle irregular flattened 
Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, torsion -1, three identical 60˚trapezia. The half 
twists (local torsions) at the bottom are both negative, whereas the half twist at the top it is 
positive.  

 

  

Figure 7. Star pentagon regular flattened Figure 8 Triangle irregular flattened Möbius 

Möbius band, alternating knot, Schläfli band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, unknot, 

symbol {5/2}, torsion -5, five identical Schläfli symbol {3}, torsion -1, three 

72˚ trapezia, file 15 Jne 20 E.   identical 60˚trapezia, file 3 Apr 21 A. 

Another example, shown in Figure 9, is the star pentagon irregular flattened Möbius band, 
negative trefoil knot, Schläfli symbol {5/2}, torsion -3, five identical 72˚ trapezia. Compared 
with Figure 7, the sign of the top left crossing has been reversed. It is irregular because some 
knot crossings do not alternate even though the half twists (local torsions) all have the same 
sign. Topologically, it has become a negative trefoil knot [6], shown in Figure 10. If the signs 
of two non-adjacent crossings are reversed it becomes an unknot. 
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Figure 9. Star pentagon irregular flattened Figure 10. Negative trefoil knot., file . 

Möbius band, negative trefoil knot,  31 Dec 20 A 

Schläfli symbol {5/2}, torsion -3, five 

identical 72˚ trapezia, file 15 Jne 20 F 

In knot theory, a link is a set of loops all tangled up together [6]. There are two infinite series 
of linked flattened Möbius bands with centre lines that correspond to compound triangle centre 
lines. The compound triangles are stellations of regular convex polygons. The first three are 
listed in Table 3. An example of the first, shown in Figure 11, is the two linked triangle regular 
flattened Möbius bands, left hand alternating link of two unknots, Schläfli symbol {6/2}, 6 
identical 60˚trapezia. The construction used means that each of the linked bands are in a regular 
position which has 6 fold rotational symmetry about an axis perpendicular to the bands. An 
alternating link is a link with a projection that has crossings that alternate between over and 
under as one travels around an unknot in a fixed direction [6]. It can be positive or negative. 
For a compound polygon, the first part of the Schläfli symbol is the total number of edges. The 
second part is the number of polygons in the compound polygon, and also the number of times 
the interior of the compound polygon is covered. It is a factor of the first part. Linked flattened 
Möbius bands with compound triangle centre lines are regular if they are an alternating link, 
and have n-fold rotational symmetry about an axis perpendicular to the bands. This means that 
all the half twists have the same sign. Since the alternating knot, and the half twists, can be 
independently either positive or negative there are four different regular versions. 

The simplest way of linking two flattened Möbius bands together is to pass one band through 
the other during assembly. This is a Hopf link [6], shown in Figure 12. A Hopf link can be 
positive or negative, so there are two possibilities. For example, if the sign of the top left 
crossing of two linked triangle regular flattened Möbius bands, left hand alternating link of two 
unknots, Schläfli symbol {6/2}, 6 identical 60˚trapezia (Figure 11) is reversed they become 
two linked triangle regular flattened Möbius bands, Hopf link of two unknots, 6 identical 
60˚trapezia shown in Figure 9. 
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Table 3. Linked regular flattened Möbius bands with compound triangle centre lines. 

Centre line 
compound polygon 

Number of 
triangles 

Schläfli 
symbol 

Total number 
of trapezia 

Trapezium 
angle 

Stellation of 
hexagon 

2 {6/2} 6 60˚ 

Stellation of 
enneagon 

3 {9/3} 9 60˚ 

Stellation of 
dodecagon 

4 {12/4} 12 60˚ 

 

   

Figure 11. Two linked triangle regular flattened Figure 12. Hopf link, file 5 Aug 21 A. 

Möbius bands, left hand alternating link of two 

unknots, Schläfli symbol {6/2}, 6 identical 60˚ 

trapezia, file 16 Jne 20 G. 

In a subdivided regular flattened Möbius band each trapezium is divided into a parallelogram 
and a shorter trapezium. Examples are shown in Figures 13, 14 and 15. Figure 13 shows the 
triangle regular flattened Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, torsion -3, three identical 
60˚ trapezia (Figure 5) divided into the triangle regular subdivided regular Möbius band, 
unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, torsion -3, three identical 60˚ trapezia and three identical 60˚ 
parallelograms. Figure 14 shows the pentagon regular flattened Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli 
symbol {5}, torsion -5, five identical 36˚ trapezia (Figure 6) divided into the pentagon regular 
subdivided Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {5}, torsion -5, five identical 36˚ trapezia. 
Figure 15 shows the star pentagon regular flattened Möbius band, alternating knot, Schläfli 
symbol {5/2}, torsion -5, five identical 72˚ trapezia (Figure 7) divided into the star pentagon 
regular subdivided Möbius band, alternating knot, Schläfli symbol {5/2}, torsion -5, five 
identical 72˚ trapezia and five identical 72˚ parallelograms. Figure 16 shows two linked triangle 
regular flattened Möbius bands, left hand alternating link of two unknots, Schläfli symbol 
{6/2}, 6 identical 60˚trapezia (Figure 11) divided into two linked triangle regular subdivided 
Möbius bands, left hand alternating link of two unknots, Schläfli symbol {6/2}, 6 identical 
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60˚trapezia and 6 identical 60˚ parallelograms. Figure 17 shows the triangle irregular flattened 
Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, torsion -1 (Figure 8) 
subdivided into the triangle subdivided irregular Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, 
torsion -3, three identical 60˚ trapezia and three identical 60˚ parallelograms, file  
31 May 20 A. 

  

Figure 13. Triangle subdivided regular Figure 14. Pentagon regular subdivided 

Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol {3}, Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol 

torsion -3, three identical 60˚ trapezia and (5}, torsion -5, five identical 36˚ 

three identical 60˚ parallelograms, file. trapezia, file 4 Feb 21 A 5. 

3 Apr 21 B      

  

Figure 15 Star pentagon regular  Figure 16. Two linked triangle regular  

subdivided Möbius band, alternating  subdivided Möbius bands, left hand 

knot, Schläfli symbol {5/2}, torsion -5, alternating link of two unknots, Schläfli 

five identical 72˚ trapezia and five  symbol {6/2}, 6 identical 60˚trapezia and 

identical 72˚ parallelograms file  6 identical 60˚ parallelograms, file 

10 Apr 21 B.     16 Jne 20 H. 
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Figure 17. Triangle subdivided irregular Figure 18. Meccano band of three identical 

Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol trapezia, torsion 0, file 8 May 20 B 2 

{3}, torsion -3, three identical 60˚ 

trapezia and three identical 60˚ 

parallelograms, file 31 May 20 A. 

PIECEWISE FLAT STAINED GLASS MöBIUS BANDS 

The motivation for the design of piecewise flat stained glass Möbius bands was a challenge set 
by Claire Fevyer, the stained glass tutor at Sevenoaks Adult Education Centre. Among other 
requirements no more three types of glass were to be use, and there must be no more than 
10 pieces of glass. Card models of piecewise flat Möbius bands are possible because card has 
sufficient flexibility to bend into slight S-shapes. Glass models of piecewise flat Möbius bands 
are not possible: experience with the foil method of joining flat glass pieces shows that the 
dihedral angle between adjacent glass pieces must be at least 30˚. It is not possible to assemble 
a piecewise flat glass Möbius band by trial and error: precise glass shapes must be calculated 
to ensure that the ends of the band meet. This can be done by combining bands of three identical 
trapezia torsion 0, a Meccano maquette is shown in Figure 19, with a subdivided Möbius band. 
To combine two bands select a pair of identical pieces, one in each band. Remove these pieces 
and connect the band ends. 

THE CHALLENGE BAND, CODE SG 9 

The Challenge Band, Code SG 9, is shown in Figure 19. It was completed in April 2020. Design 
was started by selecting the triangle subdivided regular Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli symbol 
{3}, torsion -3, three identical 60˚ trapezia and three identical 60˚ parallelograms, shown in 
Figure 13. This was combined with three identical bands of three 60˚ trapezia, Dimensions of 
the glass pieces are: strip width 38 mm, longer sides of 60˚parallelograms and shorter sides of 
60˚ trapezia. 57 mm. The glass is Light Green Dark Green Streaky, Light Blue Grey Opal, and Orange 
Red Whispy. The glass is arranged so that streaks run along the band. 
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The Challenge Band, Code SG 9, was assembled as the left hand enantiomorph, the glass, but 
not the colours, have three fold rotational symmetry about an axis perpendicular to the band, 
and is shown in Figure 19. It is upright in Figure 19a, inverted in Figure 19b, and displayed as 
an ornament in Figure 19c. In Figure 19d it is shown with the green trapezium standing on a 
mirror. The lower part of the photograph is the mirror image and hence is the right hand 
enantiomorph. 

The Challenge Band, Code SG 9, could also have been assembled as the right hand 
enantiomorph. 

   

(a) Upright, file 28 Apr 20 D 2.   (b) Inverted, file 28 Apr 20 A 2 

   

(c) File 29 Apr 20 C 2     (d) File 7Aug 21 B 2 

Figure 19. The Challenge Band, code SG 9. (a) Upright. (b) Inverted. (c) Displayed as an 
ornament. (d) With the green trapezium standing on a mirror. 
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THE MEANDERING BAND, CODE SG 10. 

The Meandering Band, Code SG 10, is shown in Figure 20. It was completed in June 2020. The 
design was started by selecting the triangle subdivided irregular Möbius band, unknot, Schläfli 
symbol {3}, torsion -1, three identical 60˚ trapezia and three identical 60˚ parallelograms, 
shown in Figure 17. This was combined with three identical bands of three 60˚ trapezia, 
Dimensions of the glass pieces are: strip width 38 mm, longer sides of 60˚parallelograms and 
shorter sides of 60˚ trapezia. 57 mm. The glass is Light Green Dark Green Streaky, Light Blue 
Grey Opal, and Orange Red Whispy. The glass is arranged so that streaks run along the band. 

The Meandering Band Band, Code SG 10, was assembled as the left hand enantiomorph and 
is shown in Figure 20. It is upright in Figure 20a, inverted in Figure 20b, and displayed as an 
ornament in Figure 20c.  

   

(a) File 13 Jne 20 A 2     (b) File 13 Jne 20 I 2    

 

(c} File 28 Sep 20 C 4 

Figure 20. The Meandering Band, Code SG 10. (a) Upright. (b) Inverted. (c) Displayed as 
ornament. 
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THE LES POOK QUARTZ WALL CLOCK, CODE SG 11 

The Les Pook quartz wall clock, Code SG 11, is shown in Figure 21. It was completed in August 
2020. The clock is 44 cm high × 30½ cm wide. Inspirations for the design were the occasional 
inappropriately perched bird found in my house, and the circular motifs in some Moroccan 
mosaics . The photograph shown in Figure 22 was taken in an old part of Marrakech. The clock 
was designed for a specific location in a North facing bedroom window. 

Design of the clock started with the selection of the hands, numerals and a heavy duty quartz 
movement, all supplied by Cousins. Chapter ring dimensions are based on the hand lengths. 
Glass colours for the clock are Dark Amber, Dark Green, and Dark Blue. The chapter ring is White 
Opal. The Dark Blue octagon in the centre of the clock obscures the movement. The unglazed 
dial is 23 cm diameter, with black Arabic numerals and hands. The inappropriately perched bird 
is loosely based on a cardinal bird. It is soldered to the clock. The hands pass in front of the bird’s tail. 
Glass colours for the bird are Light Red, Ruby Red, and White Opal. The eye is a Black bead. 

  

Figure 21. Moroccan style stained glass wall  Figure 22. Wall panel in an old part of  
clock, file 13 Aug 20 A 2.    Marrakech, file 27 Mar 18 B 2. 
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THE LOST JOHN BAND, CODE SG 12 

The Lost John Band, Code GG 12, is mounted on a plinth, and is shown in Figure 23. It was 
completed in July 2021. The inspiration for the name is the Lonnie Donegan song “Lost John”. 

Design was started by selecting the star pentagon regular subdivided Möbius band, alternating 
knot, Schläfli symbol {5/2}, torsion -5, five identical 72˚ trapezia and five identical 72˚ 
parallelograms file. shown in Figure 15. This was combined with five identical bands of three 
60˚ trapezia,  

Dimensions of the glass pieces are: strip width 40 mm, longer sides of 60˚parallelograms 110 
mm and shorter sides of 60˚ trapezia 115 mm. The glass is Orange Red Whispy, Light Blue on 
Clear Streaky, Red on Clear Whispy,  Light Green Dark Green Streaky, and Green Yellow 
Streaky. The glass is arranged so that streaks run along the band. 

The Lost John Band, Code SG 12, was assembled as the left hand enantiomorph, the glass, but 
not the colours, have five fold rotational symmetry about an axis perpendicular to the band. 
The Lost John Band, Code SG 12, was insufficiently rigid so it was soldered to a plinth. The 
strip width is 40 mm and the length of the longer sides of the 54˚ trapezia is 155 mm. 
Calculations did not allow for the thickness of the glass so there is misalignment at some of 
the soldered joints 

The Lost John Band, Code SG 12, could also have been assembled as the right hand 
enantiomorph. The glass is Orange Red Whispy, Light Blue on Clear Streaky, Red on Clear 
Whispy, Light Green Dark Green Streaky, and Green Yellow Streaky. The glass is arranged so 
that streaks run along the plinth. Colours are arranged so that they match colours of the Lost 
John Band, Code SG 12. An assembly error means that colours only match in three places. 

Figure 23a shows the band displayed as an ornament in a North facing bedroom window, 
Figures 23b and 23c show the band  without the background, and Figure 23d is a close up of 
one of the soldered joints showing misalignment. 

The Lost John Band, Code SG 12, could also have been assembled as the right hand 
enantiomorph. 
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(a) File 21 Jly 21 A 2    (b) File 21 Jly 21 B 2 

  

(c) File 21 Jly 21 D 2    (d) File 21 Jly 21 D 3 

Figure 23. The Lost John Band mounted on a plinth, Code SG 12. (a) Displayed as an ornament 
in a North facing bedroom window. (b, c) Without the background. (d) Close up showing 
misalignment. 

THE LOVE BIRDS BANDS, CODE SG 13 

The Love Bird Bands, Code SG 13, were completed in January 2022 and are shown in Figure 
24. 

Design was started by selecting the two linked triangle regular subdivided Möbius bands, left 
hand alternating link of two unknots, Schläfli symbol {6/2}, 6 identical 60˚trapezia and 6 
identical 60˚ parallelograms, shown in Figure 16. 

Dimensions of the glass paces are strip width 40 mm, longer sides of  60˚parallelograms 105 
mm and shorter sides of 60˚ trapezia.115 mm. The glass is Red on Clear Whispy, Orange Red 
Whispy, and Green Yellow Streaky for one band, and Medium Forrest Green Whispy, Blue 
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Green Streaky, and Green on Clear Streaky for the other band. The glass is arranged so that 
streaks run along the bands. The bands were assembled as the left hand enantiomorph. 
During assembly the bands were linked using an over and under knot. The bands are not 
connected but are inextricably linked. 

Figure 24a shows the Love Bird Bands, Code SG 13, displayed as an ornament, and Figure 
24b shows the bands photographed standing on a mirror. 

  

(a). File 5 Jan 22 D 2    (b) File 7 Jan 22 B 3 

Figure 24. The Love Bird Bands, Code SG 13. (a) Displayed as an ornament. (b) Photographed 
standing on a mirror. 

PENTAGONAL TILINGS 

Marjory Rice is an amateur mathematician who investigated pentagons which tile the  
plane [8, 9]. One of the tilings drawn by Marjory Rice is shown in Figure 25. A large area of 
this tiling, which emphasises its sixfold rotational symmetry, is shown in Figure 26.  

Construction of the pentagons in the pentagonal tiling drawn by Marjory Rice, is shown in 
Figure 27. Construct two circles having radius AC, one with centre A and the other with centre 
C. Label their points of intersection B and D as shown. Draw AB, BC, and CD, then  
AB =BC=CD. Construct a circle with centre D having radius BC, and label F its intersection 
with the circle centred at A. Construct a circle with centre F and radius FD and label G its 
intersection with the circle centred at D. Draw line segments AG and Fc, and let E be their 
intersection. Draw AE and ED. Since E is the centre of equilateral triangle AFD, it follows that 
AE=AD, and angle E = 120˚. It is easily verified that angle B= 60˚, angle C=120˚, angle D=90˚, 
and angle A=150˚. 
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Figure 25. Pentagonal tiling drawn by Figure 26. Large area of the pentagonal tiling 

by Marjory Rice, file 22 Jne 22 A 2.  drawn by Marjory Rice, which emphasises its 

      sixfold rotational symmetry, file 22 Jne 22 A 2. 

 

Figure 27. Construction of the pentagons in the pentagonal tiling drawn by Marjory Rice, file 
22 Jne 22 C 2 

THE LES POOK QUARTZ WALL CLOCK, CODE SG 16 

The Les Pook Quartz Wall Clock, Code SG 16, was completed in June 2022 and is shown in 
Figure 28. Design started with the selection of the pentagonal tiling drawn by Marjory Rice 
(Figure 26) and a pair of hands. Various colourings were tried before that shown in Figure 29 
was selected. Pentagons 1-6 are red, pentagons 7-18 are yellow, and pentagons 19-36 are blue. 
The stained glass case is 30½ cm diameter. The unglazed dial is 23 cm diameter with Black 
Roman numerals and white hands.  Chapter ring dimensions are based on the hand lengths. The 
movement, hands, numerals and quartz moment were supplied by Cousins. 
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Figure 28a shows a close up view of the clock. The quartz movement is visible. Figure 28b shows 
it hanging in the obscured South facing window of my shower room. Green leaves on trees 
appear as background. 

  

(a) File 11 Jne 22 A 2     (b) File 11 Jne 22 B 2 

Figure 28. Les Pook Quartz Wall Clock, Code SG 16. (a) Close up view of clock. (b) Hanging 
in the obscured South facing window of my shower room. 

 

Figure 29. Colourings selected for Les Pook Quartz Wall Clock, Code SG 16, file  
22 Jne 22 B 3. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A feature of Marrakech, Morocco is that decorative tiles are widely used. The design of the 
Moroccan style  stained glass panel is based on the deign of a tomb in the old part of Marrakech. 
The design of the Moroccan style stained glass wall clock is based on circular motifs on a wall 
panel in the old part of Marrakesh. The design of the piecewise flat stained glass Möbius band 
is based on a conventional Möbius band. The point is that in all four cases the use of an unusual 
mathematical background has resulted in an unusual and distinctive style. 

The Art Deco stained glass wall clock, the Moroccan style stained glass wall clock, and the 
pentagonal stained glass wall are all in use as convenient timepieces. The Moroccan style 
stained glass panel is displayed as an ornament in my hall window. The piecewise flat stained 
glass Möbius band was on display as an ornament in my study. It is now on loan to Sevenoaks 
Adult education centre. 
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